Host AGM_Selan says:
U.S.S. Elara Stardate 10103.18 "Infection" Episode Two
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Mark Tucker as Kathryn DeMeuteril

Host AGM_Selan says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Resume Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=

MO_O`Questra says:
::paces around sickbay.. the only light coming from the wrist laps that still function.. adjust her re-breather and looks in a water vat as hydrogen and oxygen bubble off the phaser power cell.. filling main sickbay with a cold wet ozone smell.. everyone seems to be breather normally in the room::

OPS_Seppela says:
::having not received the mission briefing, and the data downloaded to his padd quite old, Seppela heads down the hallway towards the TL, reading over the out-of-date info::

CIV_Maor says:
::arranging his phaser setting the settings while waiting for any orders from the XO::

Host XO_Wall says:
::in the corridor outside of TR1, he calls CIV back before he gets to far::

CTO_Timrok says:
::pauses to catch his breath on the ladder - looking down the shaft:: self: oh boy

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Extra air is provided to sickbay thanks to the MO's plan ... but w/o ventilation systems, the rest of the crew are still in danger ...

TO_Pazoski says:
::strolling over towards the CNS::

CSO_Gomes says:
::climbing through the shaft of the Turbo lift on her way to the bridge. Looks down for a second at the CTO beneath her and then up again::

Host CO_David says:
::shines his light around the bridge::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::tries to determine the reason for the chittering noise from the consoles::

OPS_Seppela says:
::arrives at the TL door and taps the button. It kind of buzzes back at him, and nothing really happens::

CIV_Maor says:
::walks after the XO while looking at both sides::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::on the bridge, she looks around and sighs, then notices the TO::~~~MO: what is the situation down there? ~~~

MO_O`Questra says:
::hears a faint static over her commbadge:: 

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: It's a long way down...

SO_Ruskinara says:
::has no idea what could be causing it::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: are you afraid of heights?

OPS_Seppela says:
::tries the button again, still not getting a response, and sighs::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Gropes her way behind a planter full of large Ferns in the arboretum, brings her knees close and wraps her arms around them.::

CIV_Maor says:
XO: what should we do now?

CTO_Timrok says:
::pauses:: CSO: of course not - don’t be silly.. it IS a long way down though

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: I want you to try reach the bridge, here is a wrist light, I am going to go to engineering.

TO_Pazoski says:
::in a tone just above a whisper:: CNS: Mind if I have a quick word?

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: i have oxygen generators set up in sickbay.. I set crew to get more running in key places on the ship.. get the emergency kits out and get everyone on a re-breather.. with carbon filter trace4.. we might last longer that way ~~~

Host CO_David says:
All: All right, I'm going down to engineering.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CSO feels something crawl over her hands.

CIV_Maor says:
::nods:: XO: Aye sir ::begins to realize he has to use the JT and shudders::

OPS_Seppela says:
::taps commbadge, and it fizzles at him the same way the door did:: Self: Great.

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: Be alert and don't expend to much oxygen

CSO_Gomes says:
::is not convinced by the CTO::CTO: Yes it is, so we should make our way up there fast. Have you any idea of what happened?

MO_O`Questra says:
<SEC_Oliver> *MO*: doctor.. fzzskt.. got.. processing of clearing.. ::voice dies::

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~MO: Good work ~~~ CO: The MO has managed to get some oxygen generators running in sickbay.

CIV_Maor says:
::nods and begins to walk away:: Self: great.. this will be fun ::remembers how many decks he has to climb::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: last thing i heard from Pazoski was that we had been boarded

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Doesn't like the darkness, but continues to hide::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::then turns to the TO:: TO: Sure now?

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: That's strange because we didn't detect any ships around

OPS_Seppela says:
::opens the hatch beside the TL door and pulls out the manual door opener thingy, and puts it to use, determined to get to the bridge and figure out what’s going on::

Host CO_David says:
TO: You have the bridge, I'm heading to engineering.

Host XO_Wall says:
CIV: ::as CIV walks off:: if you reach the bridge, tell them I am on my way to engineering

CSO_Gomes says:
::continues climbing while talking::

Host CO_David says:
::pulls open the hatch and begins crawling through the Jefferies tube::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks over at the console and decides the only way she'll figure it out is to open it::

MO_O`Questra says:
<SEC_Oliver> *MO*: Got it! Com link to XO, CO, MO, CTO, OPS, CSO established.. testing now.. limited.. but it's better than nothing..

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CSO feels something crawl over her hands again ... this time the CTO does as well.

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: Yes...with the lack of scanning equipment we have no idea what’s coming this way...

CIV_Maor says:
::opens a hatch on the wall and looks takes his phaser and puts it on his transporter buffer belt and gets inside::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: What was that!?! I felt something on my hand?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods:: TO: That is true.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::gets to work trying to figure out how to open the console::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Both of them can also hear a steady chittering in the Turbolift Shaft as well.

TO_Pazoski says:
::turns to the CO:: CO: Sir, your not thinking about going down there by yourself are you?

CTO_Timrok says:
::pauses again on the ladder - looking up at the CSO - then at his hands::

OPS_Seppela says:
::pulls open the door and looks up the shaft, thankful the TL car isn't right above him::

CIV_Maor says:
::turns right::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he puts a wrist light on and walk of down the corridor the other direction with his hand phaser pointing in the same direction forward::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Its not the first time this happened.. but the other I thought it was a tingle

MO_O`Questra says:
<SEC_Oliver> *XO/CO/CTO/MO/CTO/OPS/CSO* test .. please respond

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: do you hear something?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The XO thinks he sees something on the ground ... but then whatever it is, it disappears around a corner.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: That’s a strange noise...I've heard it before....but its impossible to hear it here. Or is it?

Host CO_David says:
TO: Of course.  ::disappears down the tubes::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks nervous sensing some of the crew reacting differently than she had expected::

OPS_Seppela says:
::his commbadge cackles slightly and he thinks he might hear test over it:: *Sec* : Seppela hear, comm's weak but it works.

Host XO_Wall says:
Self: what the? ::he pauses then continues to walk::

CIV_Maor says:
::climbs up::

CSO_Gomes says:
::touches her badge:: *MO*I hear you.. vaguely

MO_O`Questra says:
<SEC_Oliver> *XO/CO/CTO/MO/CTO/OPS/CSO* test two.. please respond.. amplifying power.. routing ..

SO_Ruskinara says:
::wrenches the console open and scans the hole with her tricorder::

OPS_Seppela says:
::starts to climb up the ladder, headed for the bridge, very glad that his quarters are only three decks down::

TO_Pazoski says:
::shakes his head and turns back to the CNS:: CNS: Why do we have these procedures...he never obeys them ::chuckles::

CTO_Timrok says:
::lets go the ladder with one hand & taps his commbadge:: *MO* Timrok here - your braking up - please repeat

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: As the CSO moves her arm, something drops down onto the CTO's helmet … he can feel it trying to skitter over it. 

CIV_Maor says:
::sighs as he climbs up again reaching the 4th deck::

MO_O`Questra says:
<SEC_Oliver> *XO/CO/CTO/MO/CTO/OPS/CSO* we have limited communications access via a work pod.. 

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Did something just fell?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::sighs:: TO: I know UT in this case he is going to be useful in engineering, there is nothing we can do in here at the minute.

Host XO_Wall says:
::he reaches the panel to the JT he needs to begin his long journey to ENG, he pulls it off and climbs in, he closes the panel behind him::

OPS_Seppela says:
::flies up the ladder and arrives at the door outside the bridge. He pulls himself up on the small platform outside the door::

CTO_Timrok says:
Everyone in earshot: AARGG!

SO_Ruskinara says:
::frowns detecting nothing on the tricorder::

OPS_Seppela says:
::pulls out the door opener and pulls open the doors::

Host CO_David says:
::climbs slowly down the JT, shining his light around::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The XO hears the familiar chittering ... and but it sounds softer and softer each moment, as if it was moving away from the XO down the tube.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: What is it!?!?!?!

CTO_Timrok says:
::tries to grab the thing::

CIV_Maor says:
self: ah? i could have swear i just heard some one yell some thing.. ::shakes his head and goes on::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The CTO successfully grabs the "thing."

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks around to see OPS:: OPS: Hello, well that is one way to get in here.

CSO_Gomes says:
::climbs down trying to reach the CTO's head:: CTO: We are almost on te bridge. Can you get there?

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks over to the SO:: SO: Are you reading anything out of the ordinary?

OPS_Seppela says:
::arrives on the bridge and looks around at the various officers still there:: CNS: Right now it's the only way I could find.

CTO_Timrok says:
::holds it "Thing” in his hand:: All: what’s this??!!

Host XO_Wall says:
::he stops and turns around shining the light back down from where he came from, thinking to himself what is that sound?::

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the CTO with something in his hand:: CTO: What is it?

SO_Ruskinara says:
TO: No, nothing. ::shakes her head:: Perhaps the tricorder is malfunctioning

CIV_Maor says:
::opens the last hatch and climbs to deck 2::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: La cucaracha!

OPS_Seppela says:
::walks over towards the OPS station, and frowns when it's completely blank:: CNS: So what happened? I woke up and we were, well, like this.

TO_Pazoski says:
SO: and what did you detect when the intruder alert sounded...apart from the transporter signatures?

CIV_Maor says:
::notices the TL is stuck and knocks on it then laughs and moves up again::

CSO_Gomes says:
::raises an eyebrow:: CTO: Cucaracha is Spanish for.. cockroach!?

Host XO_Wall says:
::he shrugs then continues to craw toward the direction of the first intersection on the deck::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: yes - look!

CNS_Pazoski says:
::chuckles:: ALL: Is there anyway we could get any type of communication out of this nebula?

CTO_Timrok says:
::holds the cockroach up in the air::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The cockroach squirms in the CTO's hand.

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the thing:: CTO: Oh my.. how did that get in here? ::takes the animal from the CTO's hand and looks at it::

CNS_Pazoski says:
OPS: It is a long story, Basically we are now trapped with no power in this nebula.

SO_Ruskinara says:
TO: Nothing. The source of the transport wasn't detected.

CTO_Timrok says:
::squeezes the ugly little thing tighter::

CIV_Maor says:
::kicks opens the bridge hatch and gets outside stretching::

CIV_Maor says:
::looks around confused::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he hears the sound again stops and shines the light back down, he sees something but can't make it out::

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: Not with all systems down...the only thing that has a com array is a shuttle...

OPS_Seppela says:
CNS: Well, right now operations is completely dead. We won't be talking to anybody until it's back up.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: There is a snap of something metallic in the cockroach, it squeals ... and there is a flash of electricity, the CTO's hand is protected by the suit, which burns.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: It should be impossible for animals to come on a starship and we don't have these in the labs

SO_Ruskinara says:
::continues taking apart more of the console::

MO_O`Questra says:
::checks on the injured and turns as a tired security officer enters sickbay:: <SEC1> MO: doctor, we have generators working in the cargobays.. Main engineering and one tram headed to the bridge.. the other team took a few to the lounge and a few conference rooms.. everyone is being advised to wear the filters..

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: That’s odd

Host CO_David says:
::stops at a junction and takes out his tricorder and begins scanning::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: do you have a tricorder with u?

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: We need to get to the bridge ... fast

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks to Maor:: CIV: Hi, what data did you manage to find out about the nebula before we entered it?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The now "dead" cockroach stops squirming.

CIV_Maor says:
::walks by:: TO: Did you notice that some one is stuck on the TL?

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: yeah I do

Host XO_Wall says:
::he gets out  his tricorder, to see if he can get a reading of what the something might be::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: this looks almost... artificial?

CSO_Gomes says:
::takes her tricorder and scans what remains of the CTO's glove::

TO_Pazoski says:
SO: This is ridiculous...we are being invaded and we cant see our invaders...

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO: But there has to be a way of generating some form of power.

OPS_Seppela says:
::lays down on the floor and pulls off the cover of the operations console, trying to see what’s wrong with it::

CIV_Maor says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS: i gave the padd to the CO, it should be here some here ::looks around::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::nods to the TO:: TO: And without power there is little we can do. ::frowns::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: There are animals capable of generating electricity and even spontaneous combustion.. but not cockroaches!

CNS_Pazoski says:
CIV: I think he took it what do you remember from it?

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the glove of his suit - Jesus what’s this?::

MO_O`Questra says:
SEC1: thanks.. and good job.. *work pod* : Oliver, can you reach any one yet?

Host XO_Wall says:
Self:: nothing he put the tricorder back on his side and continues careful down the JT with his phaser ready to shoot::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: its burning the material!

SO_Ruskinara says:
::continues dismantling the console, still not finding anything::

MO_O`Questra says:
<SEC_Oliver> *MO*: had a few replies.. but not many.. still working on it

Host CO_David says:
::puts the tricorder away and continues his crawl to Engineering::

OPS_Seppela says:
::smacks the bottom of his console, not finding anything wrong with it::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: You must have activated some sort of mechanism on the roach and it burned

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Here we are.. deck 1

TO_Pazoski says:
::taps his phaser while he thinks...he nods at the CIV, miles away now...:: CIV: hang on...you used to be an engineer didn’t you...?

OPS_Seppela says:
::pulls himself out from under it and stands up, trying to think of anything that has a separate power source::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::hears this and glances at Maor::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::still sensing the apprehension from some of the crew she looks around the bridge before focusing on the CIV again waiting for an answer::

CTO_Timrok says:
::sticks the dead roach in his pocket & climbs to the hatch:: CSO: hang on I’ll go first ::draws phaser::

CSO_Gomes says:
::climbs the shaft and reaches for the manual opening of the TL doors::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Oh no! I’m not going to do any more ENG work while I’m alive!

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods:: CTO: Be my guest

CIV_Maor says:
::hides behind the CNS::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: I'll open the door on your mark

CNS_Pazoski says:
ALL: Who has spoken to the other crew?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks at Maor oddly::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CIV: You probably have more idea about the inside of the console than me

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: mark!

Host XO_Wall says:
::after finally craw and climbing down for what seems for ever he reaches deck 36, the door is open. he cautiously peeks to check all is clear::

CSO_Gomes says:
::opens the TL door manually::

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: That would be fine...if you had a choice, but we don’t have time to be messing around

CTO_Timrok says:
::rolls out onto the floor  - phaser ready::

CIV_Maor says:
::looks up:: CNS: Major telemetry on the Nebula, areas clear of gas and so for..

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The XO hears the chittering again, and sees something skit around a corner.

OPS_Seppela says:
::looking around the bridge, trying to think of anything that could power his console, and notices Pazoski tapping his phaser::

MO_O`Questra says:
*XO CO CTO OPS CSO* This is sickbay.. does any one copy?

CSO_Gomes says:
::carefully picks through the door::

CIV_Maor says:
::sighs:: TO: what do i have to do?

CTO_Timrok says:
::shines his light:: where are we?

CNS_Pazoski says:
CIV: Anything useful?

Host CO_David says:
::hears a slight chatter from his comm badge::

OPS_Seppela says:
::his comm badge cackles and he barely makes out what their trying to say:: *MO*: This is Seppela. Please repeat.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: We should be in the bridge

Host CO_David says:
*MO* This is Harison, please repeat your message?

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: no thing i can think about..

Host XO_Wall says:
::he climbs up on to the deck, stands then follows very cautiously slowly to follow what he saw briefly again, with phaser drawn::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CO OPS* Thank the rings I got through! 

Host CO_David says:
::opens the hatch in a hallway near ME::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Well?, what do you want me to do? ::grins::

OPS_Seppela says:
::still barely makes out what the voice on the other side of his comm badge is trying to say::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he takes couple more steps around the corridor::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Hears an unfamiliar noise and tenses, gripping her legs tighter::

Host CO_David says:
*MO* This is Harison, say again, you're breaking up.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The doors to the Arboretum on Deck Thirty-Six have been thrust open.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::stares at the console in frustration::

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: Oh yeah! The Arkonnian Navy utilized this nebula as a hide away during the Civil War ... besides that, there are no known groups or threats which may have utilized this area for a base

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Hears footsteps and odd chittering::

MO_O`Questra says:
*WORK POD*: boost power and filter down to 4 channels only.. 

Host XO_Wall says:
::he is shining the light in the direction he is walking::

CSO_Gomes says:
::ignites the light from the EVA suit:: Anyone_on_the_bridge: Is there anyone out there?

TO_Pazoski says:
::give the CIV a glare:: CIV: We need to find out what’s on this ship...but we need a power source to do it...

CNS_Pazoski says:
::grins at the CIV::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The communication channels seemingly have better reception now.

CTO_Timrok says:
*TO* Pazoski: what’s our status? ::shining his torch at the TO::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CO*: sir.. can you read?

OPS_Seppela says:
TO: Sir, may I see your phaser for a minute? I think I can get the OPS console working.

Host CO_David says:
*MO* Yes yes I can hear you....what’s your status?

CSO_Gomes says:
::goes over to the science consoles:: SO: Ensign Ruskinara, are you there?

Host CO_David says:
::rounds a corner, approaching ME::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he stops and takes out the tricorder again, trying to read something now that he is closer::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::turns to the CTO and CSO:: CSO: Are you okay, what happened?

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Yes ma'am, I'm just taking this console apart, trying to figure out what is making this strange noise.

OPS_Seppela says:
::looking at the TO, waiting for a reply::

CIV_Maor says:
::sighs:: TO: very well.. ::walks to the ENG console mumbling:: SO: why don’t you give me a hand? ::grins::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CO*: internal communications are clean between you, CSO, CTO and me.. thats the best I could do.. I have working oxygen generators in the cargo bays mian lounge here in sickbay and a few open areas on the ship.. all crew are advised to wear rebreathers with trace 4 filters

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* Captain do you read?

TO_Pazoski says:
::throws his phaser over to OPS and turns to the CTO:: CTO: Sir...we are running with all systems down, the computer registered a intruder alert then shut down

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Suddenly, one of those weird large cockroaches leaps onto the SO's arm, and crawls down the side.

CSO_Gomes says:
::shines her light onto the SO's face:: SO:I may have a clue. A strange cockroach like being tried to attack the CTO



Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The cockroach climbs up the SO's arm, and onto her back, moving down the back ...

CSO_Gomes says:
::sees the thing and follows it with her light:: SO: There!

SO_Ruskinara says:
::glances at Maor and then at the CSO:: CSO: Should I carry on working on this or help Maor?

CTO_Timrok says:
::pulls out a squished roach from his pocket:: CSO / SO i need to know what that is!

Host CO_David says:
*MO* Any idea where the highest concentration of crew are?

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: what do we know about th intruders?

OPS_Seppela says:
::catches the phaser and turns back to the OPS console, pulling the cover off of the phaser and carefully takes out the power cell. He puts it into the OPS console, then presses where the "login" button should be::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: We do too ::grabs the cockroach on the SO::

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* I read Lieutenant.

CIV_Maor says:
::grabs a phaser and points at the SO:: self: err! silly me ::takes the phaser away::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Recognizes the sounds of a tricorder being used and pushes herself back into the corner behind the plant::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks a little shocked:: CSO: That was a cock-roach?

MO_O`Questra says:
*CO*: since the beam over.. I would say sickbay, cargobays and the gathering places we are advising.. i sent a few teams to check on the crew.. not everyone has reported back yet

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* We have found... an organism -alien to the ship - it may be our intruder sir

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The cockroach leaps off the SO's back, and crawls along the bridge floor, skittering away from the crew there.

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: basically...nothing sir, all we got is transporter signatures

OPS_Seppela says:
::tries the OPS console again after adjusting the power cell slightly::

CIV_Maor says:
::fires on the cockroach::

CIV_Maor says:
self: die beast, die! ::grins::

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: Don't !

CIV_Maor says:
::stops at the last second::

Host CO_David says:
::enters ME and shines his light around::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: OPS hears a chittering from his console ... and suddenly, another cockroach comes out of the console with the OPS' phaser cell all over it, having torn it apart.

CIV_Maor says:
CSO: What?

CSO_Gomes says:
::goes to grab the cockroach::

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: do we have a team at engineering?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Phaser blasts miss the cockroach, but burn holes in the floor.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::glances around wondering where the creature went::

Host XO_Wall says:
::the tricorder reads a lifeform in the Arboretum, he walks to the direction of the entrance::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The cockroach frantically tries to get away from the CSO.

CSO_Gomes says:
CIV: We need to find what that is, it has not presented any immediate danger to the crew. I want it alive, is that clear?

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* Organisms?

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: There were 2 teams in ME...there status is unknown

OPS_Seppela says:
::jumps back at the cockroach as he console goes dead:: Self: Oh crap...::squishes the cockroach::

Host CO_David says:
*MO* Understood, see if you can get the crew into the area with the oxygen generators.

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: Gomes.. Alex can you hear me?

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* I read you Ensign

MO_O`Questra says:
*CO*: I have teams already doing the sir

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Sees light approaching, creating weird shadows, tenses and prepares to run::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks back at the console to see if there are anymore creatures::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks uneasy:: 

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* it seems to be an insect sir

Host CO_David says:
All in ME: Who's in charge?

CSO_Gomes says:
::carefully puts the cockroach on a console and doesn't let go, gets the light directly on it::

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: I'll need your help and your tricorder

OPS_Seppela says:
::kicks the squished bug across the room, then turns to the other officers gathered on the bridge:: All: I had it. I had it and then this stupid bug screwed it up.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: SQUISH. OPS squishes a cockroach, a short electrical burst results, shocking OPS' foot.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: CSO catches her cockroach.

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: Alex? Alex!

Host XO_Wall says:
::he squeezes his way through the narrow opening stands on the other side with tricorder reading and phaser pointing ready to shoot in the darkened Arboretum::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::gets up and scans the cock roach with her tricorder::

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* Can you hear me?

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* An insect?  Any idea how many?

OPS_Seppela says:
::his foot goes all pins and cushions like, and he switches weight to the other::

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: try to reach engineering - we need to know that it is still secure

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks over the TAC console and retrieves the phaser from under the seat::

CSO_Gomes says:
::maintains the roach in the same place while the SO scans it.. does not squish the animal too much::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Hears chittering nearby, glances toward the sound, and then at the light filtering through the ferns::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he shines light in to the arboretum::

CIV_Maor says:
::touches a console and a mild explosion can be heard sending him a few meters back shocked::

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* well i can maybe give you a rough estimate - rounded to the nearest hundred - or thousand

SO_Ruskinara says:
::looks at her tricorder readings::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: yes I can read you! we have limited communications with the captain, Joseph, you and me

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: I'll get straight on it...but I think you should know that the CO was on his way there

CIV_Maor says:
all: eek! ::shakes his head::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO / SO: what have we found out?

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* Anything will do.

SO_Ruskinara says:
::glances at the readings strangely::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Feels something crawling on her leg, she doesn't move for a second and then stands up quickly screaming and trying to brush the bug off::

CNS_Pazoski says:
CIV: What happened?

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Somehow, I'm not sure how, the CIV caused one of the consoles to spark.

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* Good work...but we need to get the computer back on line

OPS_Seppela says:
::walks over to the side of the bridge and grabs another phaser from the small stash over there, then heads back to the OPS console, his foot still quite uncomfortable::

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: What did you find?

CTO_Timrok says:
TO:  very good - are we in contact with any of the security posts?

Host XO_Wall says:
::he proceeds walking in to the arboretum::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: the databanks of the shuttles are still operating.. it's smaller. but worth a shot..

Host CO_David says:
Engineers: Who's in charge?

SO_Ruskinara says:
CTO: This creature is not showing up on scans. Only the dead remains are showing up of other creatures. Perhaps there is a substance in the live creatures that prevents them showing up

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: I'm a bit rusty i guess ::laughs::

CIV_Maor says:
::walks back to a second try::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ensign Lacklire> CO: I am, sir.

CTO_Timrok says:
SO: what are they made of - are they organic or ..?

OPS_Seppela says:
::checks to make sure the wiring isn't fried, and checks for any more bugs, before he gets the power cell out of the phaser::

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* You want to use them to get power?

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: No sir, internal COMS are down, except for the senior staff

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: Where's the CEO?

CNS_Pazoski says:
::Moves away as the CIV goes back to the console:: 

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: negative.. they can't run the ship..

OPS_Seppela says:
::listening to the chattering of the crew behind him while he works::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: That means we can not scan it properly or determine how many of these things there are

CIV_Maor says:
self: err.. this is hopeless.. ::gets up:: TO: there is no way of getting power back from this console

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Manages to brush the bug off, and stomps on it, before shielding her eyes as she looks directly into the beam of light coming from someone::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: but we may be able to kill them

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* What’s your idea then?

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: the science database in the shuttle computer can function as you need it.. but if we hook it back to the ship.. we lost it

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: Unknown, sir. We assume he's somewhere on the ship, but communications are down, you should see this sir ... ::Motions for the CO to follow::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Maybe the XO can, he might be still on ENG.. ::thinks::

CIV_Maor says:
*XO* Sir, can you read me?

Host CO_David says:
::follows the ensign::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::She backs up against the wall behind the ferns in the Arboretum, her eyes wide with fear and dilated from the light pointed at her::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Perhaps we analyze the dead creatures in more detail, see if we can find out anything.

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* Ok...We need to get out of here fast. Whatever is taking over the ship sensors can not detect. we can't fight what we can't detect

Host XO_Wall says:
::realizes he is wasting time, he turns around and leaves the Arboretum quickly heading to Eng.::

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: Sir, we were trying to figure out how to send a signal out of the nebula, we theorized the shuttles would be the best bet...I'd like to take a team and see if we can accomplish this

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods:: SO: Good idea

OPS_Seppela says:
::pulls out the power cell from his second phaser:: Self: Here we go again...::plugs it in and pushes the "login" button again::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: all we have to work with are the shuttles.. and if worse case happens.. the command staff has to Evac.. we can't risk damage to them

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: very good, take anyone you need

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Give your roach to Ruskinara

Host XO_Wall says:
::ok he proceeds in to the Arboretum, he is very apprehensive::

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: Thank you sir CNS/CIV: Feel like a little walk?

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* We may have to do just that if we can't get life support back online

CIV_Maor says:
::searches for some where to sit while he waits for orders but suddenly hears the TO:: TO: where? ::worries::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::Nods to the TO:: TO: Might as well.

OPS_Seppela says:
::kicks the OPS console:: Work you piece...

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO / SO: the electrical energy they emit when they are killed - why? ::hands over the roach::

CTO_Timrok says:
TO: Good luck

CNS_Pazoski says:
CIV: Engineering I think.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: its probably a self defense mechanism

SO_Ruskinara says:
::takes the dead roach and scans it with the tricorder::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
:::Waits for the person shinning the light at her to do something, she feels her eyes water, afraid to look around the Arboretum, she remains still and staring right at the man with the wrist light::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: I know.. if you can get to the shuttle.. maybe we can find the cause.. they should have working sensors..

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> ::Leads the CO to an area behind the warp core where three Engineers are focusing lights on a pile of dead techno-organic cockroaches::

Host XO_Wall says:
::Shining the light in all directions he doesn't see anything yet,  but his tricorder is picking it up::

CIV_Maor says:
CNS: B.. ut.. i just got back from there!

SO_Ruskinara says:
::scans it's nervous system hoping to find the cause of the electrical bursts::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO / SO: if they are electrically driven - they may be vulnerable to an EMP

TO_Pazoski says:
CTO: We need more than luck right now ::goes over to the JT:: CNS/CIV: The shuttle bays ::climbs into the tubes and heads off::

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* You are closer to it, you go...You do know how to work with shuttle sensor's?

Host CO_David says:
::looks around engineering:: Lacklire: Mr. Timrok informed me we had some visitors on board, how'd they shut down the ship?

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: its worth a shot

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: I can't leave sickbay.. Jo never reported in

CIV_Maor says:
self: here we go again ::walks to the JT:: CNS: Ladies first ::laughs::

Host XO_Wall says:
::finally he see a woman hiding behind the bushes::

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* Understood, there may be something else we can do to the shuttles

CNS_Pazoski says:
::smiles to Maor and then follows the TO:: 

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: I'm open to suggestions.

CIV_Maor says:
::crawls after them::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO/CTO: It's a techno-organic life form and I'm guessing it's most probably responsible for system failure on the ship.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: We can use a shuttle to generate it but I am uncertain how we can get it to all the roaches

Host XO_Wall says:
Woman: Hello? I am Cmdr Wall of the Federation, I wont hurt you...its all right?

TO_Pazoski says:
::crawls to an intersection and starts to climb down::

OPS_Seppela says:
::collapses down in his chair, nothing happening on his console:: Self: Wonderful. ::spins around to listen to the others::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::feels herself getting claustrophobic all ready::

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* The CTO suggested an EMP to kill the roaches.. it may work

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Remains quiet, but blinks her large blue eyes::

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: try a local one first - use my phaser - u should be able to fiddle the power cell to emit EM noise

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the CTO and takes his phaser::

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: I'm not so sure.. that might destroy what little we have left that does work

CIV_Maor says:
TO: you have a bug near you ::grins::

CSO_Gomes says:
::starts working on the phaser so it will generate a small EMP::

Host XO_Wall says:
::he looks at his tricorder, what is she::

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* But it seams to be our best option right now. I'll try it on a few animals then speak with the captain.. if possible

SO_Ruskinara says:
::hands the tricorder readings to the CSO with information on the frequency of the EMP needed to kill the roaches::

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: I’ve shot a bellicose at point blank range...I don’t think a bug is going to worry me

CIV_Maor says:
::shakes his head and moves on::

Host CO_David says:
::looks down at the cockroaches::

Host XO_Wall says:
::tricorder reads.. human, wonder why it took it to be this close to detect human lifesigns::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: These were crawling all over the place ... had a heck of a time killing them.

MO_O`Questra says:
*CSO*: don't you might take out an oxygen generator..

CSO_Gomes says:
::examines the SO's data and alters the phaser. Then closes it:: SO/CTO: this should work....now we must look for a place with that weird noise.. it seems the only way to be sure we find some of those things

CNS_Pazoski says:
::trying to remain composed:: Self: Why did I agree to getting back into a JT?

TO_Pazoski says:
::reaches deck 4, opens the JT hatch and cautiously climbs out::

CIV_Maor says:
CNS/TO: Are we there yet?

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: So these little things are causing our problems?  ::squats down and picks up one::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: We believe so, sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
*MO* Don't worry, everything is under control

Host XO_Wall says:
Woman: Ma'am, its all right, are you injured? Who are you? I am here to help ::smiles::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::gives it a few seconds then rushes out behind the TO::

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: How'd you kill then?

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall:  Kathryn... my name is Kathryn DeMeuteril

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: Phaser fire, stomping, hitting ...

CIV_Maor says:
::climbs out after the CNS::

CIV_Maor says:
::gets out a phaser:

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: I don't think we can go around the ship and stomp all of them...

TO_Pazoski says:
::looks up and down the dim corridor:: CNS/CIV: Ok, looks like no-one is home :;walks off in the direction of the shuttle bay::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: But for every one we took out, more appeared. Their replacements are hiding in the consoles. We think they may be using the replicators and transporters to make more of themselves.

MO_O`Questra says:
::takes her light back to a console that she pried open just before the lights failed and opens it again::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Relaxes a little::

OPS_Seppela says:
::tries his console one more time, hoping he'll get it to work::

CIV_Maor says:
self: some thing is wrong..

CNS_Pazoski says:
::dust herself down, then follows the TO:: TO: Peter, what are you intending to dow hen we get there?

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: Is that what’s causing the power drain?

Host XO_Wall says:
::walks to her::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO/SO: I can't hear them any more.. how do we test this thing?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: They're interfering with our ship systems sir, but yeah.

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO/CTO: Perhaps we should open more consoles? They could be hiding there.

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: there still there

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks around the computer grid under it and notices all the damage.. sighs and motions one for the rescued engineers over to have a look::

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: are you all right?

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: We need to get a warning out to SF not to come after us...then we need to find out exactly where these things came from

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: Ok...so now we just have to figure out how to get rid of all of them at once...can we cut power to the replicators and transporters?

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: What do you mean wrong...

CIV_Maor says:
TO: and how do you suggest we will do that?

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall: I'm fine... I think.. its just that bug... ::trails off::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks thoughtful then shrugs:: TO: Okay.

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: lets fry some roach

CIV_Maor says:
::confused:: TO: I was thinking that, how did you hear me say that?

Host XO_Wall says:
::he puts his phaser in his side pouch::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: They have control of power systems ... but they're all techno-organic, which means they're programmed to do this. I think we have to find where they came from.

CTO_Timrok says:
::opens a panel shining his light inside::

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: They're called sensors Mr. Maor

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Be my guest.. you are a better shot than I am ::hands him the phaser::

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: Bugs, is that what I have been seeing?

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: Can you get life support back online?

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Are you becoming telepathic or what?

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: Not with these things in the way ...

CTO_Timrok says:
::takes the phaser & sets it off in the general direction of some cowering bugs::

TO_Pazoski says:
::arrives at the SB and places is hand on the door, feeling its temperature:: CIV: Your face said it all... CNS: Can you feel anything on the inside?

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall: Yes... The Free Space Movement got them aboard.. they are somewhere.. I managed to get away from them.

CIV_Maor says:
All: Anyway, it's too quiet here..

SO_Ruskinara says:
::watches the CTO, hoping this works::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The console that the CTO was concentrating at explodes ... causing the consoles next to it to catch fire.

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: Where are you from, I don't recall you being a member of the Elara's crew, you are not familiar to me?

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: What if sent a surge through the system?  Maybe we could give them a little shock

CTO_Timrok says:
::looks at the flames:: self: umm

OPS_Seppela says:
::eyes go wide and he jumps up as the bridge catches fire::

CSO_Gomes says:
::gets an extinguisher::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::gasps, taking a step back::

Host AGM_Selan says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: Maybe, sir.

CSO_Gomes says:
::tries to stop the flames::

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: Wanna help me with this door?

OPS_Seppela says:
CTO: Well, back to the drawing board eh?

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall: I was their prisoner.. they did things.. I got away...

SO_Ruskinara says:
::gets another extinguisher and helps put out the flames::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The air starts to diminish quickly on the bridge, the flames eating up all the oxygen.

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The fire is soon put out by the CSO.

CNS_Pazoski says:
::nods to Peter:: TO: I sense nothing out of the ordinary.

CIV_Maor says:
::walks to the console and opens it looking at it closely::

CTO_Timrok says:
::takes another extinguisher & aims it at the roaches::

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: Start working on it.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO/SO: Oh joy.. now we won't even be able to tell if the EMP affected it because its totally destroyed

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: ok...how did you get onboard this ship?

CSO_Gomes says:
::shakes head and looks for remains of the roaches::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::sighs::

OPS_Seppela says:
::grabs a tricorder and checks how much oxygen the fire took up exactly::

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: Twelve cockroaches are in the remains of the console ... all fried.

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: Maybe luck is with us today

CIV_Maor says:
::rewires some thing then steps back while the door opens up slowly::

CIV_Maor says:
TO: happy?

SO_Ruskinara says:
::helps the CSO::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall: They beamed aboard.. and didn't want to leave me on their ship... I tried to get away once

Host AGM_Selan says:
ACTION: The TO, CIV and CNS hear someone shuffling in the shuttlebay.

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: Yes thank you ::walks into the shuttle bay and looks around, phaser drawn::

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO:I hope so.  Is there a way to contact Starfleet then we could try to contact the Arkonnians to as they have managed to travel in this nebula?

Host Ebert says:
::Hears someone enter the shuttlebay:: Oh crap ...

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* Lieutenant, can you hear me?

TO_Pazoski says:
CNS: Please tell me you can sense where that noise is coming from...

CNS_Pazoski says:
::looks shocked:: Self: I hate bugs.

Host Ebert says:
::Draws his phaser, and tries to hide::

CIV_Maor says:
::yells as he walks inside:: Is any one there?

Host Ebert says:
::Turns and opens fire with phaser::

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: do you know about these, can you help with our systems to try to get them back up, do you know why our systems our down?

Host Ebert says:
ACTION: Phaser blast slams the bulkhead next to the CIV.

CIV_Maor says:
::dives behind a box and returns fire::

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* Captain - we’ve had some success killing the intruders with EMP - but at some cost to the systems nearby - if the systems could be isolated - we might be able to use this elsewhere

CNS_Pazoski says:
TO: I can sense something but not these someone else.

Host Ebert says:
::Dives behind a shuttle, and continues fire::

CSO_Gomes says:
::sighs:: CTO/SO: Any more ideas?

TO_Pazoski says:
ALL: Take cover! ::runs behind a shuttle::

Host Ebert says:
ACTION: Phaser blasts fly past the TO and CNS.

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* yes i read u - go ahead

CIV_Maor says:
TO: Cover me ::runs closer and hides behind a box::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::shakes her head, keeps thinking::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::runs and grabs her Phaser::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall: Ebert designed the bugs.. they disrupt starship systems.. they always go on about destroying starships... ::Is relaxing a little looking at the XO::

Host CO_David says:
*CTO* I don't think that’s possible, these things are techno-organic, they have to have come from somewhere, were going to send a power surge through the system, see if we can kill these things without frying every system on the ship.

CIV_Maor says:
Stranger: We mean no harm, we are officers from the Elara, we came to help! please lower your phaser!

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: They are quite small.. do you think they have an autonomous power generator?

CTO_Timrok says:
::Turns to the scientists:: do these things breathe?

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall: They are remote controlled from Ebert's ship...

TO_Pazoski says:
::walks slowly round the shuttle attempting to flank the attacker::

Host Ebert says:
::Says nothing and continues firing:: COM: Space Peace: Hey ... I've run into some of their crew, I need an emergency beam out about NOW!

MO_O`Questra says:
::still in main sickbay.. gathering the tired teams together and begins to take reports from the different sections of the ship::

CNS_Pazoski says:
::watches Maor and does not think that the man wants to talk::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: It's a possibility.

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO / SO: find out what these things breath - is it oxygen?

CSO_Gomes says:
::looks at the readings::

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: lets go, we need to get to engineering, lets continue to talk on the way. ::hge grabs his phaser once again pointing in the direction there go as they leave the arboretum::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::glances at the CSO waiting for the results::

CIV_Maor says:
::runs to his direction and jumps on him::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Grabs the XO's arm tightly and follows::

Host Ebert says:
<S.S. Space Peace> @ COM: Ebert: Give us a minute or two ...

Host Ebert says:
COM: Space Peace: I don't have a minute or t-- OOF! ::Is tackled::

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: No, they don't.. whatever they use for cellular respiration must come from the electronic parts

CIV_Maor says:
::kicks his phaser away::

Host Ebert says:
ACTION: Phaser goes off as it's kicked, the CIV is stunned.

Host Ebert says:
::Desperately tries to find his phaser in the dark::

CIV_Maor says:
::flies back::

SO_Ruskinara says:
::listens to the CSO's response looking very thoughtful::

MO_O`Questra says:
::breaks open rations and water for the teams::

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: as they go to engineering:: IS there a way to block or modify our systems from them so that we can get power back up?

TO_Pazoski says:
::clears the shuttle and levels his phaser at Ebert:: Ebert: Hold it right there!

CTO_Timrok says:
::slams fist on a passing roach in frustration::

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: How long until we can initiate the power surge?

Host Ebert says:
::Stops as he sees the TO aiming the phaser::

CIV_Maor says:
::shakes his head:: Self: that was fun ::Grins::

Host Ebert says:
::Slowly gets up, with hands up in surrender:: TO: Um ... hi.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO/SO:I can only think of completely cut power to the ship...then they could all die but we could die before them

CIV_Maor says:
::gets up::

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
Wall: A Quadraxialating jamming frequency..

CTO_Timrok says:
*CO* ok sir - standing buy

CNS_Pazoski says:
::moves across to the TO::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Any idea how long they can store power?

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Looks around as she walks with the XO feeling his arm with her gripping hands::

TO_Pazoski says:
Ebert: No pleasantries, throw the padd over here

CTO_Timrok says:
CSO: being smaller would their respiratory rate be higher than ours?

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: They must have batteries but I'm uncertain of how much power they store

Host Ebert says:
::Sighs, and tosses his padd at the TO::

Host XO_Wall says:
Kathryn: very good. This what we needed

Host Ebert says:
ACTION: As the padd is thrown, it disappears in a transporter beam.

CSO_Gomes says:
CTO: Not necessarily, they are small so they don't need as much power as we do

Host Ebert says:
::Sees the padd was transported:: Shoot!

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Could something outside the ship be controlling them? Could their power source be off the ship?

Host Ebert says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: Thirty minutes, sir.

CTO_Timrok says:
All bridge personal:: People we need an auxiliary plan in case this power surge doesnt work - start thinking

CNS_Pazoski says:
::grins:: TO: That was nice timing.

TO_Pazoski says:
Ebert: Looks like you missed your ride...now, I have a few....questions

Host Ebert says:
<Ens. Lacklire> CO: We have to properly get around the bugs.

CIV_Maor says:
TO: yeah, right after he shoot me..

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: They surely came from out the ship.. but my guess they are draining the Elara now

Host XO_Wall says:
::they reach engineering he walks over to the proper station to set up the frequency::

CIV_Maor says:
::mumbles:: TO/CNS: I suggest we will take him over to security ::looks back::

CSO_Gomes says:
SO: Someone could be trying to steal the ship...or us

Kathryn_DeMeuteril says:
::Doesn't take her hand off the XO's arm as she moves in close and watches what he's doing::

SO_Ruskinara says:
CSO: Exactly these creatures could be weapons

TO_Pazoski says:
CIV: Good plan, if you can find a team!

Host CO_David says:
Lacklire: What will the surge do to ships systems?

TO_Pazoski says:
Ebert: Now, what is going on...and don’t tell me you don’t know

Host Ebert says:
<Ens. Lacklire> ::Rubs head:: CO: I'd imagine take out the systems pretty bad.

Host XO_Wall says:
::he configures the station, running his fingers frantically over the panel entering command reconfiguring::

CSO_Gomes says:
::nods to the SO:: SO: Quite possibly.. if they are indeed artificial. We could also be looking at a new species just trying to survive like the rest of us

MO_O`Questra says:
~~~CNS: all teams have reported in.. ~~~
 
Host CO_David says:
::nods::

CTO_Timrok says:
All bridge personnel: were running out of time here

MO_O`Questra says:
::looks at her padd:: ~~~CNS: we have a few more hours of air.. ~~~

CNS_Pazoski says:
~~~MO: That is good and the TO has an intruder in custody now ~~~

Host Ebert says:
=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= Pause Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\=
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